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Hello Scientist,

Welcome to the Watery Earth Unit. This notebook is  

your place to record discoveries about the incredible  

and precious substance called water.

Like all scientists, you will wonder, think, try, observe, 

record, and discover. It is important to keep a record of your 

work as you do these things. Your questions, investigations, 

answers, and reflections can then be shared and returned 

to at any time.

We know much about science, but there is much more to 

learn. Your contributions start here. Enjoy, take pride in, 

and share your discoveries—science depends on scientists 

like you!
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Our Water Use

List the ways that the members of your group use water. 
 

Category 1: Drinking and Eating 
 
 
 
 

Category 2: Keeping Clean

 
 
 

Category 3: Caring for Pets

 
 
 

Category 4: Playing

 
 
 

Category 5: Other

Our Water Use (Lesson 2)
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Organism Water Use

Imagine how a _____________________ uses water. List the uses you think of in the  
appropriate category.

Category 1: Drinking and Eating

 

Category 2: Keeping Clean

 

Category 3: Playing

 

Category 4: Other

Organism Water Use (Lesson 2)
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Organism Water Use

Imagine how a  uses water. List the uses you think of in the 
appropriate category.

Category 1: Drinking and Eating

 

Category 2: Keeping Clean

 

Category 3: Playing

 

Category 4: Other

Organism Water Use (Lesson 2)
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Following a Drop of Rain

Initial Thoughts

Draw and label, or describe what you think will happen to a drop of rain after it falls:

Following a Drop of Rain (Lesson 3)
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Raindrops on Different Surfaces

Use the following chart to record a few of your predictions and observations:

Surface Material What do you predict will happen  
to the drop?

What actually happened  
to the drop?

Raindrops on Different Surfaces (Lesson 3)
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Following a Drop of Rain

Additional Thoughts

After investigating what happens to water as it lands on different surfaces, you may have more 
information or different ideas about what happens to it. Draw and label, or describe your new 
thoughts about what happens to a drop of rain:

Following a Drop of Rain (Lesson 3)
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Earth Photographs Observations

What do you see in the photographs of Earth from space? List your observations below:

Earth Photographs Observations (Lesson 4)
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United States Surface Water

In the table below, identify some bodies of surface water on the United States map.

Bodies of Water Names of Bodies of Water

Oceans

Seas and gulfs

Bays and sounds

Channels and inlets

Lakes

Reservoirs

Rivers

Other

Other

United States Surface Water (Lesson 4)
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State Surface Water

Examine the surface water on your state map, compare it with the surface water you found on 
the United States map, and answer the following questions:

1. Do you see any bodies of surface water in your state that you couldn’t find on the United 
States map? If so, list them below:

2. Did you find any bodies of surface water on the United States map that you can’t find in 
your state? If so, list them below:

3. List the names of three bodies of water in your state. Next to the name, identify the type of 
body of water (river, lake, marsh, ocean, reservoir, etc.).

State Surface Water (Lesson 4)
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Local Surface Water

Examine the surface water on your local map, compare it with the surface water you found on 
the other maps, and answer the following questions:

1. Do you see any bodies of surface water in your local area that you couldn’t find on your 
state map or the United States map? If so, list them below:

2. Did you find any bodies of surface water on your state map or on the United States map 
that you can’t find in your local area? If so, list them below:

3. List the names of three bodies of water in your local area. Next to the name, identify the 
type of body of water (river, lake, marsh, ocean, reservoir, etc.).

Local Surface Water (Lesson 4)
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Surface Water Questions

What questions do you have about surface water?

Surface Water Questions (Lesson 4)
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Surface Water Questions

Surface Water Questions (Lesson 4)
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Modeling Groundwater

Purpose: To learn what happens to some water after it falls on the ground, you will drip water on 
a model of the earth’s layers.

Investigative Question: What happens to water when it falls on the ground?

Materials:
• Plastic container
• Gravel
• Coffee filter
• Sand
• Water
• Eyedropper

Procedure:
1. Add 250 ml (1 cup) of gravel to the 

bottom of your plastic container. 
Smooth it out so it’s flat on top.

2. Place the coffee filter on the gravel. 
Pour 125 ml ( 1/2 cup) of sand in the 
filter without spilling it on the layer of 
gravel.

3. On the next page, write your 
prediction about what will happen to the water when you add it to your model.

4. Use the eyedropper to add drops of water to your model. Stop after using about half  
of the water in the small cup.

5. Observe where the water goes and how it moves. Record your observations on the  
next page.

6. Use the eyedropper to add the rest of the water to your model.

7. Place the model in a safe location where it will not be disturbed until your final observations.

Modeling Groundwater (Lesson 5)
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Modeling Groundwater

Prediction and First Observation

Prediction: What will happen to the water when you add it to the model?

Observation 1: Draw or describe what happened when you added about half of the water 
to the model:

Modeling Groundwater (Lesson 5)
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Modeling Groundwater

Final Observations

Materials: Groundwater model

Procedure:
1. Record your observations in the space provided below, and answer the questions on the  

next page.

2. Put your groundwater model in a warm, dry place. (Near a sunny window or a heater would 
work well.) You will use it again in another science class.

Observation 2: Observe where the water is in the model. Carefully pick up the model and tip it 
slightly to see how the water moves. Draw or describe what happened after you added the rest 
of the water to the model:

Modeling Groundwater (Lesson 5)
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Modeling Groundwater

Conclusion

Conclusion:
1. Based on your experience using the model, what can happen to a drop of water after it falls 

on the ground?

2. Explain how your model demonstrates what happens to groundwater in real life.

• How does water get underground?
• Where is water stored underground?

3. How have your ideas about what happens to a drop of water changed since you started 
learning more about groundwater?

Modeling Groundwater (Lesson 5)
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Water in the Air

Evaporation and Condensation

1. What is evaporation?

 

2. What questions do you still have about evaporation?

3. What is condensation?

4. What questions do you still have about condensation?

Water in the Air (Lesson 7)
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What Happened to the Drop of Rain?

Think about the drop of rain that you wrote or drew about in Lesson 3. Explain what happened 
to the drop of rain before it fell to the ground. Consider the following questions before you record 
your ideas:

• Where did the drop of rain come from?
• How did the drop of rain form?
• What does condensation have to do with rain?
• What does evaporation have to do with rain?

You can write or draw your ideas, or both. If you draw, be sure to use labels.

What Happened to the Drop of Rain? (Lesson 7)
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Thinking About the Earth’s Water Model

Look at the Earth’s Water model containers and chart to help you answer the following:

1.  What does all of the water in the containers represent?

2. List all of the places that Earth’s water can be located:

3. Look at all of the places that you listed for #2 and do the following:

• Circle the place where almost all of the Earth’s water is located.
• Put an “F” next to the places where most or all of the water is fresh water.

Thinking About the Earth’s Water Model (Lesson 7)
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Thinking About the Earth’s Water Model

4. From which locations do humans get most of their fresh water?

5. Why isn’t all of Earth’s fresh water available for humans to use?

Think: Why do people worry that we won’t have enough fresh water to meet our needs?

Thinking About the Earth’s Water Model (Lesson 7)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Setting Up the Model

Purpose: Make a model to learn how water moves through the water cycle.

Investigative Question: What happens to water as it moves through the water cycle?

Materials:
• Condiment cup
• Cup of water
• Graduated cylinder or measuring cup
• Groundwater model from Lesson 5
• Lid

Procedure:
1. Place the condiment cup inside the plastic 

container. Press it down into the sand layer 
so it won’t shift when you move the model.

2. Fill a graduated cylinder or measuring cup 
with 60 ml ( 1/4 cup) of water. Carefully pour 
the water into the condiment cup, trying 
not to let the water spill onto the sand.

3. Cover the container with the lid and make 
sure it is sealed completely.

4. On the next page, record your prediction about what will happen to the water inside the 
container after a few days.

5. Observe where the water is located inside the model right now. Draw or describe what you 
see on the first “Observations” section on the bottom of the next page.

6. Carefully move your model to a warm, well-lit location.

Continue to make observations over the next few days. Draw or describe these changes in the 
“Observations” sections on page 24–25.

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Prediction and Observation

Prediction:
What will happen to the water inside the container after a few days? Use drawings and words to 
show your prediction:

Observation 1:
Date and Time of Observation: 

Think about all of the water in your model. Where is it located? Draw and describe what you 
observe:

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Observations

Observation 2:
Date and Time of Observation: 

Think about all of the water in your model. Where is it located? Draw and describe what you 
observe:

Observation 3:
Date and Time of Observation: 

Think about all of the water in your model. Where is it located? Draw and describe what you 
observe:

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Observation

Final Observation:
Date and Time of Observation: 

Think about all of the water in your model. Where is it located? Draw and describe what you 
observe:

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Conclusion

Conclusion:
1. Make a drawing of your model that shows how a drop of water moves through the water 

cycle. Label your drawing with these terms:

• Groundwater
• Surface water
• Water in the air

• Evaporation
• Condensation
• Precipitation

2. What does each part of the model represent in the natural world?

Your Model Earth

Sand

Gravel

Condiment cup  
of water

Sides and lid of 
the container

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Modeling the Water Cycle

Conclusion

3. What caused evaporation in your model? What causes evaporation in the real world?

4. Touch the outside of your model. How did the temperature of the sides and lid of the 
container compare with the air inside of the cup? Why is that important?

5. Where do you see water in the air in the real world?

6. (Optional) How do the parts of your model resemble the places where water moves through 
Earth’s water cycle? How does your model differ from Earth’s water cycle?

Modeling the Water Cycle (Lesson 8)
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Water Supply System

Answer these questions about your community’s water supply system.

1. Where does the water come from?

2. How is the water made drinkable?

3. How does the water get to you?

Water Supply System (Lesson 9)
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Water Supply System

My Questions

Use this page to write your questions, or your class’s questions, about your community water 
supply system. Record the answers when you get them. See the example question and answer 
below for a model.

Example question: How much water does our community use each day?

Example answer: Our community uses 2 million gallons of water each day.

Water Supply System (Lesson 9)
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Water Supply System

My Questions

Use this page to write your questions, or your class’s questions, about your community water 
supply system. Record the answers when you get them.

Water Supply System (Lesson 9)
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Water Supply System

Field Trip Notes

Use this page to draw pictures or take notes during the field trip.

Water Supply System (Lesson 9)
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Wastewater System

Answer these questions about your community’s wastewater system.

1. Where does water go after use?

2. How is the water treated after use?

3. Where does the water go after it is treated?

Wastewater System (Lesson 9)
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Wastewater System

My Questions

Use this page to write your questions, or your class’s questions, about your community waste-
water system. Record the answers when you get them. See the example question and answer 
below for a model.

Example question: How is our water cleaned after we use it?

Example answer: The water is disinfected with chlorine.

Wastewater System (Lesson 9)
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Wastewater System

My Questions

Use this page to write your questions, or your class’s questions, about your community waste-
water system. Record the answers when you get them.

Wastewater System (Lesson 9)
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Wastewater System

Field Trip Notes

Use this page to draw pictures or take notes during the field trip.

Wastewater System (Lesson 9)
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Brushing Your Teeth

Analyzing the Data

1. How much water did you use to brush your teeth?  cups

2. Convert your measurement from cups to liters:

  cups X 0.25 =  liters

3. What are some of the ways that you can use less water when you brush your teeth?

4. Does the amount of time you spend brushing your teeth affect the amount of water you 
use? Why or why not?

Brushing Your Teeth (Lesson 11)
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How Much Water Do We Use at Home?

Calculate your answers to the following questions based on the information in the table on  
page 151 of your student reference book. Show your work in the space next to the answer.

Drinking:
1. How much water does a family of four drink in a day?

  liters

In the bathroom:
2. A family of four has an older toilet. If each member of the family uses the toilet four times a 

day, how much water would the entire household use in a day?

  liters

3. A family of four has a new toilet. If each member of the family uses the toilet four times a 
day, how much water would the entire household use in a day?

  liters

4. If you took a five minute shower, how much water would you use?

  liters

5. If you took a ten minute shower, how much water would you use?

  liters

6. If you took a bath, how much water would you use?

  liters

How Much Water Do We Use at Home? (Lesson 11)
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How Much Water Do We Use at Home?

Washing dishes:
7. If a family washed a full load of dishes in an older dishwasher, how much water would  

they use?

  liters

8. Would the amount of water used be different if they washed a half load of dishes?

9. Why does it save water if you wash a full load of dishes?

10.  How much water would they use if they washed a full load in a new dishwasher?

  liters

Washing clothes: 
11. How much water would they use if they washed a full load of clothes…

 …in an older washer?  liters

 …in a newer (front loading) washer?  liters

12. Why do some washing machines have settings that let you select different sized loads?

How Much Water Do We Use at Home? (Lesson 11)
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How Much Water Do We Use at Home?

In the yard:
13. How many liters of water would you use to water an average size lawn for one hour?

  liters

14. How many five minute showers could you take with the same amount of water?

 Hint: Divide the total from question 13 by the number of liters you calculated in the answer 
for question 4.

  five minute showers

How Much Water Do We Use at Home? (Lesson 11)
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Which Family Uses Less Water?

Directions:
1. Read the background information about the “Water Conservation Family of the Year” 

contest on page 153 of your student reference book.

2. Review the information about each family’s weekly water use on page 154 of your student 
reference book.

3. Discuss the different ways each family uses their water resources.

4. Use the information from the “Home Water Use” table on page 151 of your student 
reference book to compute how much water each family uses in a week.

5. Use the blank space on page 41 to make your calculations.

6. Record how much water each family uses in a week for each activity on the table  
on page 42.

7. Answer the questions on page 43.

Use this space to make your calculations.

Which Family Uses Less Water? (Lesson 11)
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Which Family Uses Less Water?

Use this space to make your calculations.

Which Family Uses Less Water? (Lesson 11)
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Which Family Uses Less Water?

Family Totals 

Activity Garcia Family Knox Family

Drinking water liters per week liters per week

Flushing the toilet liters per week liters per week

Taking showers liters per week liters per week

Taking baths liters per week liters per week

Washing dishes liters per week liters per week

Washing clothes liters per week liters per week

Washing the car(s) liters per week liters per week

Watering the lawn 
or yard

liters per week liters per week

Total liters per week liters per week

Which Family Uses Less Water? (Lesson 11)
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Which Family Uses Less Water?

Conclusion

1. Which family uses the least water? 

2. What habits does the winning family have that enables them to use less water?

3. What could the losing family do to use less water?

4. (Optional) Was there anything that surprised you when you computed each family’s actual 
weekly water use?

Which Family Uses Less Water? (Lesson 11)
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Pollution Walk

Directions: As you walk around your school grounds, look for different types of pollution and 
record the following in the table below:

1. In the first column, circle the type (or types) of pollutant that you found.
2. In the second column, describe the pollutant.
3. In the third column, record the pollutant location.

Pollutant Type Description Location

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Pollution Walk (Lesson 12)
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Pollution Walk 

Pollutant Type Description Location

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Paper Plastic Glass

Metal Automobile

Lawn Care Electronic

Other 

Pollution Walk (Lesson 12)
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Polluting and Cleaning Water

Exploring a Water Filter

Investigative Question: How well do filters remove pollutants? 

Materials:
• One 2-liter bottle cut in half
• One plastic cup containing water 

(to mix pollutant into)
• One plastic cup containing water 

(to compare with polluted water)
• One spoon
• One condiment cup
• One pollutant
• One filter

Procedure:
1. Observe the color and smell of the clean 

water. Record your observations on the 
table on the next page.

2. With your partner, select one pollutant and 
one filter. Fill the condiment cup halfway 
with the pollutant you chose. Write the 
pollutant type and filter type on top of the table.

3. Record your observations of the pollutant on the table.

4. Mix the pollutant with the water in a plastic cup. Record your observations of this mixture 
(polluted water) on the table.

5. Take the top half of the bottle and place it, upside-down, in the bottom half of the bottle.

6. Place the filter in the top half of the bottle so it covers the opening. Push the filter down 
slightly into the bottle opening.

7. Carefully pour the water and pollutant mixture through the filter. Watch what happens.

8. When all the water has drained into the bottom of the bottle, record your observations of 
the filtered water on the table.

9. Repeat this procedure using a clean 2-liter bottle and a different type of pollutant or filter. 
Record your observations on page 48.

Polluting and Cleaning Water (Lesson 13)
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Water Filter Observation 1

 Pollutant type:   Filter type: 

Color Smell Other Observations

Clean Water 

Pollutant

Polluted Water

Filtered Water

Once all the water has been filtered, take a close look at the filter and the water and answer 
these questions:

1. Has some, or all, of the pollutant been trapped by the filter? How can you tell? You may want 
to compare the used filter to an unused one and note any differences.

 

2. Compare the filtered water to a sample of clean water. Do you think the filtered water is 
completely clean? Why or why not?

 

3. Can you think of any ways to improve your filter?

Water Filter Observation 1 (Lesson 13)
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Water Filter Observation 2

1. What is the one change you made in this second water-filtering investigation? Why did you 
decide to make this change?

 Pollutant type:   Filter type:   

Color Smell Other Observations

Clean Water 

Pollutant

Polluted Water

Filtered Water

2. Once all the water has been filtered, take a close look at the filter and the water. Has 
some, or all, of the pollutant been trapped by the filter? How can you tell? You may want to 
compare the used filter to an unused one and note any differences.

3. Compare the filtered water to a sample of clean water. Do you think the filtered water is 
completely clean? Why or why not?

Water Filter Observation 2 (Lesson 13)
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Polluting and Cleaning Water

Conclusion:
1. Were you able to remove pollutants from water? If so, explain how you did it. If not, explain 

why not.

 

2. How are you able to tell if you have removed a pollutant from water?

 

3. Do you think all pollutants can be removed from water in the same way? Why or why not?

 

4. Can you be sure water is clean just by looking at it and smelling it? Explain.

Polluting and Cleaning Water (Lesson 13)
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Water Resources Case Studies

Discussion Questions

Directions: After you read each case study, discuss the following topics (printed in bold text) 
with your group. Use the questions below each topic to guide your discussion.

Later, you will write your own ideas about the topics in your science notebook.

1. Review the main issue described in the case study.

• What is the issue?
• Who is affected by the issue?
• Where is the issue taking place?
• When did the issue begin?
• Does it still exist?

2. Describe what caused the issue.

• What things (factors) added to the main issue described in the case study?
• Which factors were caused by human actions?
• Which were caused by other things? What were the other things?
• Did technology play a role in creating the issue?

3. Describe the other effects, impacts, or problems that were caused.

• How did the issue described in your case affect the people who used the water or lived 
near the water?

• Do you think the issue might have affected other living things that used the water or 
lived near the water?

Water Resources Case Studies (Lesson 14)
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Water Resources Case Studies

Discussion Questions

4. Describe ways the issue was dealt with.

• What actions were taken to resolve the issue described in your case? How did 
they work?

• Did technology play a role in resolving the issue?

5. What ideas does your group have for preventing this issue from happening in the  
first place?

• If you were in charge of the area near the water (as mayor, governor, tribal leader, 
etc.), what actions could you take to prevent the issue from getting worse?

• What actions could you take to prevent the issue from occurring again?

6. Have you heard of any similar issues in your local area or elsewhere?

Water Resources Case Studies (Lesson 14)
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Case Study Questions

Conserving Water Resources Case Study

Directions: Answer the questions after reading and discussing a case study that deals with 
conserving water resources.

1. What was the main issue described in the case study?

2. Describe the causes that contributed to the issue.

3. Describe the most important effects, impacts, or problems on humans and other living things.

4. Describe ways the issue was dealt with.

5. What other ideas do you have for preventing the issue from happening in the first place?

Case Study Questions (Lesson 14)
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Case Study Questions

Protecting Water Resources Case Study

Directions: Answer the questions after reading and discussing a case study that deals with 
protecting water resources.

1. What was the main issue described in the case study? 

2. Describe the causes that contributed to the issue.

 

3. Describe the most important effects, impacts, or problems on humans and other living things.

 

4. Describe ways the issue was dealt with.

 

5. What other ideas do you have for preventing the issue from happening in the first place?

Case Study Questions (Lesson 14)
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Ideas and Questions About Water

Protecting Water Resources Project

Directions: As you learn different things about water on the earth, use this sheet to record any 
thoughts, ideas, or questions you have that you might want to study in more detail at the end of 
the Watery Earth unit. Feel free to add items to your list at any point during the unit.

Ideas and Questions About Water (Lesson 15)
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An Effective Guiding Question

Protecting Water Resources Project

A good guiding question is:

1. Doable. It can be answered with available:

• Time
• Materials
• Information

2. Worthwhile, because it deals with a topic I learned about in the Watery Earth unit.

3. Realistic. It can be accomplished because it is:

• Based on a real problem or issue in the world
• Something I can get personally involved in improving

4. Meaningful and exciting enough for me to stay interested for a while.

A guiding question helps:

• Remind me what I need to learn
• Organize my ideas, investigations, and observations
• Focus me on how to get involved in my issue

An Effective Guiding Question (Lesson 15)
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My Guiding Question

Protecting Water Resources Project

My guiding question is:

Some of the other things I wonder about are:

Rethinking My Guiding Question

Sometimes your guiding question will change as you learn more about your issue. If you want to 
change your guiding question, talk to your teacher, and write the new guiding question here:

My Guiding Question (Lesson 15)
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Action Ideas

Protecting Water Resources Project

1. Look back at your guiding question and consider what you have learned about your issue. 
Think about all the possible ways you might take action to resolve your issue.

2. Brainstorm a list of possible actions you could take about that issue to protect water 
resources. List them here:

3. After sharing your three favorite ideas with the class, record any new ideas they  
suggested here:

4. Place an asterisk (*) next to the action listed above that you think you will take.

Action Ideas (Lesson 15)
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Watery Earth  
Journal

Watery Earth Journal
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Glossary

air A mixture of gases that surrounds the earth.

aquifer A porous underground layer of rock, sand, or soil in which water is stored.

body of water Surface water that has collected in a lake, river, stream, or other area.

cloud  A mixture of tiny particles of water, dust, and sometimes ice, floating in 
the air.

condensation The change of a gas into a liquid when the gas is cooled.

conserve To use something carefully so it is not wasted.

contaminate To make dirty or unclean.

cycle A repeating pattern of events.

disinfect To kill harmful bacteria, viruses, and other organisms.

dissolve  When a solid, such as salt, mixes with and becomes part of a liquid, such 
as water.

environment Everything that surrounds a living thing.

essential Needed for survival.

estimate A best guess.

evaporation The process of a liquid changing into an invisible gas.

filter  A device that blocks some pollutants from getting into water or removes 
some pollutants from water.

flow rate How fast or slow water comes out of a faucet or shower.

fresh water  Water with little or no salt dissolved in it. Found in rivers, streams, and 
most lakes.

glacier A large, long-lasting mass of moving ice and snow.

glacial meltwater Water that flows out from the front (downhill) edge of a melting glacier.
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gravity The downward pull on all objects toward the center of the earth.

groundwater Water that is stored in porous layers beneath the earth’s surface.

herbicide A chemical used to kill unwanted plants.

human-made Produced by humans.

iceberg A chunk of ice that breaks off from a glacier flowing into the sea.

matter  Anything that takes up space and has weight. Something that can be held 
in a container and released in another place.

mean  A typical, or middle, value for a set of numbers. Calculate the mean by 
adding the numbers in the set and dividing the sum by the number of  
numbers. It is often referred to as the average.

mental model A model someone is thinking about in their mind.

mist Tiny droplets of water condensed in the air or on a surface.

model  A representation of something that is similar to the real thing in many 
ways, but different in some ways.

natural Existing in or formed by nature; not made by humans.

natural resource  Things we use that are found in nature, such as water, air, land, forests, oil, 
and minerals.

need Something an organism must have in order to stay alive.

percolation To move slowly down through the earth’s layers.

pesticide A chemical used to kill unwanted pests, usually insects.

physical model A three-dimensional model of something.

pictorial model A two-dimensional model of something.

polar ice cap The thick layers of ice covering the North and South Poles.

pollutant Something that contaminates air, soil, or water.

pollution A harmful change in the natural environment caused by pollutants.
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porous Having many small spaces or holes.

precipitation  Condensation that forms in clouds and falls to the ground as rain, snow, 
or hail.

reservoir  A place the community water supply system uses to store water before 
sending it to homes or businesses.

resource  Things we use that meet our needs and wants. They may be human-made 
or natural.

salt water Water with salt dissolved in it. Found mainly in oceans and seas.

sea ice  A layer of ice formed when seawater freezes. In some places, like the 
North Pole, this ice is frozen all year. Also called “pack ice.” This ice is not 
considered part of Earth’s frozen water; it is part of Earth’s surface water.

septic system  Usually a tank under the ground that holds wastewater. Some waste-
water is eaten by bacteria, some goes out into the ground through pipes 
and gets cleaned as it filters through the soil, and some is pumped back 
out of the tank.

storage tank  A tank where the community water supply is stored before it is sent to 
homes or businesses.

surface water Liquid water on the surface of the earth, not underground or in the air.

value A number that represents the amount of something.

variable Any factor in an experiment that can be changed.

want Something an organism would like to have, but can survive without.

wastewater Water that has been used and needs to be cleaned.

wastewater  A place where wastewater is filtered and cleaned before going back into
treatment plant the water cycle.

water   A liquid that makes up oceans, rivers, lakes, etc., and falls from the clouds 
as rain. It is essential for all living organisms. In its solid state, water is 
called ice. When it is a gas, water is called water vapor.

water cycle  The way water always circulates between the air, the earth’s surface, and 
underground aquifers.
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water pollution  The addition of harmful substances that causes water to become 
unhealthy.

water treatment  A place where fresh water is filtered and cleaned before going to a 
plant community for its water supply.

water vapor The state of water when it is an invisible gas.

well  A hole dug in the ground so that groundwater can be pumped out of an 
aquifer.
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